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Abstract 

A growing body of research suggests that dyslexic readers have problems with face recognition 

and other high-level visual tasks thought to rely on the ventral visual stream. Face and word 

recognition can both be seen as tasks relying on considerable visual expertise, and visual 

experience is considered necessary for the efficient shaping of neural representations in the ventral 

stream. Thus we tested whether visual expertise was compromised in dyslexia. For this purpose, 

we utilized the other-race effect, the finding that people are worse at discriminating other-race faces 

compared to own-race faces, generally considered a consequence of greater experience with own-

race faces compared to other-race faces. It therefore serves as a marker of visual expertise. In the 

experiment, 24 dyslexic readers and 24 matched typical readers were tested on two measures of 

the other-race effect using Caucasian and Asian face-race stimuli. All participants were Caucasian 

with minimal Asian other-race contact. Dyslexic readers demonstrated problems with face 

recognition for both Caucasian and Asian faces. However, the strength of the other-race effect did 

not differ differ between dyslexic and typical readers. Measures of verbal short-term memory and 

ADHD symptoms could not account for these face recognition problems. We conclude that 

dyslexic readers might have problems in their recognition of faces and that compromised visual 

expertise cannot demonstrably account for these problems.  
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Introduction 

Dyslexia is a developmental disorder that is characterized by difficulties with accurate or fluent 

reading, writing, and spelling that are not caused by impairments in intelligence, gross neurological 

deficits, inadequate schooling or uncorrected sensory abilities (Peterson & Pennington, 2015; 

Schulte-Körne & Bruder, 2010). It is estimated that that 14% of Icelandic students show 

impairments in reading and that 4% are severely impaired (Marinosson, Asbjornsson, Halldorsson, 

& Kristinsdottir, 1997). According to scientific consensus, dyslexia is a hereditary language-based 

disorder where the primary underlying deficit involves problems in the way phonological 

information is utilized in processing written language (Snowling, 2001; Vellutino, Fletcher, 

Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). The phonological processing theory states that 

the ability to attend to and manipulate linguistic sounds is necessary for mapping letter-sound 

correspondences, which is a prerequisite for fluent and accurate word recognition and reading 

(Peterson & Pennington, 2015). Dyslexic readers have such difficulties with speech sound 

manipulations and mental word representation, which could in turn impair their ability to decode 

written words and letters into speech sounds (Du & Kelly, 2013; Vellutino et al., 2004).  

Despite a large amount of research on dyslexia, some questions still remain unanswered 

after decades of research (Peterson & Pennington, 2015). The phonological processing theory 

cannot account for the fact that some people exhibit satisfactory performance on phonological tests, 

even if they can not read fluently (Valdois, Bosse, & Tainturier, 2004). Furthermore, the relative 

importance of phonological processing in reading depends on the orthographic depth of the 

language in question; the degree to which spelling-sound correspondence is predictable (Ziegler et 

al., 2010). Other contributing factors to dyslexia must therefore be considered. 
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Visual theories of dyslexia 

In recent years, a number of researchers have suggested that dyslexia might be a visual sensory 

dysfunction. These accounts rule primary sensory disorders out as a causal factor while still 

recognizing that sensory processing problems might be at fault (see e.g., Franceschini, Gori, 

Ruffino, Pedrolli, & Facoetti, 2012; Gori & Facoetti, 2014; Harrar et al., 2014). In particular, many 

researchers have suggested that processing deficits in the magnocellular-dorsal visual pathway may 

play a role in causing dyslexia. Although most of these theories differ in the specific hypothesized 

neuronal deficit, all propose some deficit in the magnocellular pathway between the retina and the 

posterior parietal cortex (see e.g., Boden & Giaschi, 2007). Furthermore, some studies indicate that 

people with dyslexia might have problems with visual attention, such as automatic orienting of 

attention and problems with sustained attention, primarily stemming from the fronto-parietal 

attention network (Franceschini et al., 2012; Sigurdardottir et al., 2017). While these theories 

remain highly controversial and warrant further research (Goswami, 2015), they raise the point that 

reading is principally and inherently a visual task. Reading requires analysis of the shapes of letters 

and words. They must be discriminated, recognized and connected to semantic information stored 

in memory. It is possible that a deficit in any of these stages of visual processing could contribute 

to the reading difficulties seen in dyslexia (Sigurdardottir, Ivarsson, Kristinsdottir, & Kristjánsson, 

2015). 

Ventral-visual-stream dysfunction hypothesis 

Recently, Sigurdardottir et al. (2015, 2017) posited a left ventral-visual-stream dysfunction 

hypothesis to account for new findings in neuroimaging and experimental research on dyslexia. 

This line of inquiry indicates that dyslexia may stem from a specific problem with so-called high-
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level visual processing. High-level vision lacks a general definition but can be said to involve, in 

the current context, those visual capacities that enable us to recognize objects and particulars in the 

external environment despite variation in size, position, viewpoint, visual clutter, lighting, or other 

identity-preserving transformations (Cox, 2014; DiCarlo & Cox, 2007). In other words, it involves 

those capacities that enable the us to tie together primary and early-stage visual sensory 

information, into a coherent image, as to enable recognition of things in that image, even though 

the particular image that falls on the retina may vary. For example, letters of a word need to be 

recognized despite variations in letter size and fonts, and words need to be recognized despite 

variation in context. The ventral visual stream is considered the endpoint of such high-level visual 

processing and it is possible that deficits in this processing could bring about problems in 

recognizing words and other complex visual objects, as seen in dyslexia (Sigurdardottir et al., 2015; 

2017).   

 A recent meta-analysis of functional imaging studies of both adults and children with 

dyslexia revealed that the left fusiform gyrus and surrounding regions in the ventral visual stream 

are hypoactive in dyslexia (Richlan, Kronbichler, & Wimmer, 2011). These hypoactive regions 

include the visual word form area which has consistently been found to respond selectively to 

words and letter strings in comparison to other visual objects (James, James, Jobard, Wong, & 

Gauthier, 2005) and is thought to play a major role in fast and accurate word recognition and correct 

mapping of sound to letters (Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2008). Furthermore, the hypoactivity of the left 

ventral stream regions in dyslexia can also be seen in the processing of non-word stimuli (Boros et 

al., 2016) and, more importantly for the current study, for faces (McCrory, Mechelli, Frith, & Price, 

2005). The hypoactivity seen dyslexia is also seen in pre-literate children with a familiar risk of 

dyslexia (Kourtzi & DiCarlo, 2006), demonstrating that such ventral stream functional 
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abnormalities could be a causal factor, over and above any general reading failure (Sigurdardottir 

et al., 2017). Taken together these findings point to functional abnormalities in the left ventral 

visual stream of people with dyslexia which could, in turn, lead to inefficient processing of words, 

faces, and other complex objects dependent on high level visual capacities.  

 In fact, recent experimental evidence from our laboratory indicates that people with 

dyslexia have problems with tasks that rely on the operation of high-level regions of the left ventral 

visual stream. Sigurdardottir et al. (2015) found evidence of problems in face recognition and 

recognition of complex objects in people with dyslexia. They compared the performance of people 

with dyslexia and matched control subjects on well known measures of within-category face and 

object recognition. They found that dyslexic readers performed significantly worse on the measures 

when asked to recognize faces and other complex objects (such as birds and houses) compared to 

typical readers. Their holistic processing of faces was intact, on the other hand, so the authors 

inferred that the visual difficulties of dyslexic readers may specifically involve deficits in part-

based processing of visual objects. However, this remains to be verified (Sigurdardottir et al., 

2015). More recently, we compared the performance of people with dyslexia and matched 

counterparts on a task of visual statistical learning. Recent neuroimaging research has shown that 

learning of statistical regularities in the visual environment calls on the workings of the ventral 

visual stream and that the coordinates of theses brain regions (Turk-Browne, Scholl, Chun, & 

Johnson, 2009) match those known to be hypoactive in dyslexia (Richlan, Kronbichler, & Wimmer, 

2011; Sigurdardottir et al., 2015). In our experiment, participants were asked to monitor a 

continuous stream of sequentially presented unfamiliar nonsense letter-like shapes. Their task was 

to indicate when one of the shapes jiggled and moved out of place. Unknown to the participant, the 

presentation of the shapes (presented one at a time) was governed by an underlying shape-pair 
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pattern (viz., by a statistical structure). When the first shape of a pair was presented, the second 

pair-shape always followed. However, since the shapes were presented sequentially, without any 

defining features that distinguished between pairs, only the transitional probabilities between pairs 

indicated their existence. Following this “familiarization” stream, participants were asked to 

choose which of two presented shape pairs the participants found more familiar and thought they 

had seen before. Above chance performance indicated that participants had implicitly learned the 

shape-pairs. We found that people with dyslexia performed significantly worse on this task than 

their matched typical reader counterparts, and that this effect held even when controlling for 

differences in intelligence and other possible confounds (Sigurdardottir et al., 2017). These 

aforementioned studies indicate that people with dyslexia have problems with tasks presumed to 

rely on the left ventral visual stream but they do not, however, reveal the mechanism from where 

the dysfunction might originate.  

Visual experience and expertise: New avenues of research 

One possibility is that that visual expertise is compromised in dyslexia (Sigurdardottir et a., 2017). 

Research has shown that visual experience is considered necessary for shaping neural 

representation of visual objects high up in the ventral visual stream (Sigurdardottir & Gauthier, 

2015). Numerous studies have shown that the fusiform gyrus is selectively recruited in visual object 

recognition and individuation tasks (see e.g., Tarr & Gauthier, 2000). In an influential study, 

Gauthier, Williams, Tarr, and Tanaka (1998) trained people to tell apart visually similar non-sense 

objects (small alien-like figures that they called Greebles). Their findings showed that not only do 

people become better at such discrimination with increased experience, at the level of individual 

objects (Gauthier et al., 1998), but also that such increased visual expertise evokes greater activity 
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in the fusiform face area (FFA, Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999).  

The FFA is a localized region of the fusiform gyrus in the ventral visual stream that 

primarily responds to facial stimuli (Bilalić, 2016; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) and, as 

mentioned earlier, has been found to be hypoactive in dyslexia (Sigurdardottir 2015; 2017). In 

addition to training studies, research on real life experts has shown that the FFA is also recruited 

for visual objects of expertise and not only exclusively for faces. For instance, James and James 

(2012) found that children intensively involved in the Pokémon trading card game showed greater 

activity in the FFA for Pokémon and related Pokémon objects (that do not have faces) compared 

to other children of their age, and compared to characters found in another well known trading card 

game. This effect can also be found for inanimate objects, such as cars (McGugin, Richler, 

Herzmann, Speegle, & Gauthier, 2012) and chess boards (Bilalić, Langner, Ulrich, & Grodd, 

2011).  

Another brain region that has been found to be hypoactive in dyslexia is the visual word 

form area (VWFA), a region of the fusiform gyrus that also shows experience dependency. The 

VFWA is a region that responds more to words and letter-like stimuli than other visual stimuli 

(Dehaene & Cohen, 2011). The VWFA’s response to nonsense letter strings depends on how often 

the letter combinations occur in the individual’s native language and increased experience with 

certain letter strings leads to greater responses in the VWFA (Binder, Medler, Westbury, 

Liebenthal, & Buchanan, 2006; Dehaene & Cohen, 2011).  

Unpublished work from our laboratory suggests that dyslexic readers might have specific 

problems with individuating visually similar objects, that people have prior experience with, such 

as faces and words. In one study Sigurdardottir, Fridriksdottir, Gudjonsdottir, & Kristjánsson 

(2017) found that dyslexic readers have difficulties with matching novel faces across viewpoints, 
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but found no such problems for matching novel objects (alien figures) and scrambled faces (that 

share low-level visual properties with faces). Because they utilized a matching design, these 

findings cannot be accounted for by possible problems that dyslexic readers might have with 

memory. They conclude that dyslexia may not involve a general deficit in high-level vision but 

rather a problem in specific high-level expert object individuation. Therefore, it remains a 

possibility that dyslexic readers’ experience with reading is inefficient at shaping experience 

dependent regions of their ventral visual stream that are considered necessary for efficient reading.  

Furthermore, a study by Brachacki, Nocolson, and Fawcett (1995) found that dyslexic 

readers are worse at discriminating between real and fake traffic signs compared to typical readers 

and that driving experience has little impact on dyslexic readers’ knowledge of traffic signs. This 

suggests that the problems that dyslexic readers might have with expert object individuation could 

generalize to objects other than letters and words.  

In summary, the more experience we have with certain type of objects and words, the more 

adept we become at discriminating them (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Sigurdardottir & Gauthier, 

2015). Specifically, research indicates that the ventral visual stream utilizes diagnostic information 

about objects experienced in the visual environment to enable their identification and 

discrimination (Kourtzi & DiCarlo, 2006). Given that people with dyslexia show hypoactivity in 

both the FFA and VWFA, and on expert object individuation tasks that rely on the workings of the 

ventral visual stream, this indicates that visual expertise is compromised in dyslexia. Such a 

dysfunction could contribute to the reading difficulties seen in dyslexia by making visual 

experience inefficient in shaping the response of high-level regions of the ventral visual stream, 

leading to difficulties with individuating and discriminating words and letter-like stimuli 

(Sigurdardottir et al., 2017).  
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The other-race effect as a measure of visual expertise in dyslexia 

To assess the potential role of compromised visual expertise as a contributing factor in dyslexia, 

we utilized the other-race effect as a measure of experience dependency. The other-race effect is 

the finding that people tend to be worse at recognizing and discriminating other-race faces 

compared to own-race faces (Hancock & Rhodes, 2008; Lindsay, Jack, & Christian, 1991; Wang 

et al., 2015). The other-race effect is generally viewed as a consequence of one’s greater experience 

with faces of a certain race (Lebrecht, Pierce, Tarr, & Tanaka, 2009). Certain facial features tend 

to characterize faces of one race but not others. It is thought that these features need to be 

experientially learnt to be able to efficiently tell individuals of a particular race apart (Lebrecht et 

al., 2009; McGugin, Tanaka, Lebrecht, Tarr, & Gauthier, 2011). The other-race effect can thus be 

said to be a consequence of greater visual expertise with own-race faces in comparison to other-

race faces. If visual expertise is compromised in dyslexia, people with dyslexia should show a 

deficit in the processing of own-race faces as dyslexic readers’ visual experience with own-race 

faces would be inefficient for tuning their visual system to diagnostic features or dimensions most 

important for distinguishing between such faces. However, on the contrary, they would not be 

expected to show a deficit to the same extent in the processing of other-race faces, because of a 

general lack of experience with other-race faces, that would not have demanded expert learning of 

diagnostic features or dimensions of those faces – at least not to the same degree.  

 For the purpose of assessing visual expertise in the current experiment, an adapted version 

of the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT) was developed. The original CFMT was developed 

as a test of impaired face memory in neuropsychological studies (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006). 

It has been shown to be a valid and reliable measure of face memory and is widely used in studies 

of face memory (McKone et al., 2012). 
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 More recently, McKone et al. (2012) demonstrated that the CFMT is a valid and reliable 

test of the other-race effect. They utilized a cross-over design where they compared the 

performance of Australian and Chinese participants on two different versions of the CFMT, 

containing either European (CFMT-original) or Chinese faces (CFMT-Chinese). They found that 

participants of European origin scored significantly lower on the test containing Chinese faces, 

compared to faces of European descent. The reverse was found for Chinese participants, whose 

performance was significantly worse for faces of European descent, compared to their own. This 

demonstrates a robust other-race effect in both of these study populations and indicates that the 

CFMT is a robust measure of this effect (McKone et al., 2012). 

 The Australian version of the CFMT (CFMT-Australian; McKone et al., 2011) has also 

been found to be a valid measure of the other-race effect. Utilizing a cross-over design, similar to 

McKone et al. (2012), Horry, Cheong, & Brewer (2015) compared the performance of people of 

Australian and Malaysian descent on the CFMT-Australian and CFMT-Chinese, amongst other 

measures. They found a robust other-race effect in both study populations, further replicating the 

findings of McKone et al (2012). CFMT-style tasks therefore appear to be robust and valid for 

testing the other-race effect. 

The current experiment 

In the current experiment, the Australian and Chinese versions of the CFMT were adapted and 

combined into a new version as a measure of the other-race effect and visual expertise in dyslexia. 

Furthermore, a new test of face memory and the other-race effect was created for the same purpose. 

Our first aim was to try to replicate the findings of Sigurdardottir et al. (2015) who found 

that dyslexics show impairments in face recognition as measured by the original CFMT. Given that 
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people with dyslexia show hypoactivity in localized regions of the ventral visual stream underlying 

face perception, we expect dyslexic readers to show such impairments in face memory, in 

accordance with the ventral-visual-stream dysfunction hypothesis.  

Second, given that visual expertise plays a critical role in the workings of the regions shown 

to be hypoactive in dyslexia, and that people with dyslexia show poorer performance on expert 

object individuation tasks that rely on the ventral visual stream - we test whether people with 

dyslexia will show a smaller other-race effect in comparison to typical readers. This is to be 

expected since the other-race effect is thought to be experience dependent. If visual experience of 

dyslexic readers is inefficient in shaping their ventral visual stream, this should manifest as smaller 

other-race effect. We therefore test whether people with dyslexia will show a smaller other-race 

effect in comparison to typical readers – and in doing so, we hope to elucidate the role of visual 

expertise in the ventral-visual stream dysfunction seen in dyslexia. 

 

Method 

 

Participants 

A total of 48 naïve subjects participated in the experiment. Of those, 24 were diagnosed dyslexic 

readers (15 women) and 24 were typical readers (15 women). Participants in the two groups were 

matched so that for each dyslexic participant there was a typical reader of the same gender, age (±5 

years) and educational background (four levels: finished high school, finished gymnasium, finished 

college at the undergraduate level, or finished college at the graduate level). All participants 

reported normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All had Icelandic as their native 

language. 
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 The mean age of the dyslexic readers was 29.96 years of age (age range: 19 to 64 years) 

and for typical readers it was 29.21 (age range: 18 to 64 years). In each group, 5 participants had 

completed the first level of schooling, 7 had completed the second level, 9 had completed the third 

level, and 3 had completed the fourth level.  

 Participants were volunteers and were not rewarded for participating in the experiment. 

However, they were invited to enter a lottery where eight randomly selected participants received 

a gift certificate at a local shopping mall (value: 10:000 ISK). Furthermore, participants from the 

University of Iceland could receive partial course credit for participation.  

 

Test materials and Procedure 

The study was approved by the Icelandic Science Review Board and reported to the Icelandic Data 

Protection Authority. The study took place in a quiet and well lit room. First the participants gave 

informed consent (the consent form was read aloud to participants if needed). Participants answered 

a questionnaire that screens for dyslexia in adults (the Adult Reading History Questionnaire, or 

ARHQ) and two questionnaires that measure current and childhood ADHD symptoms (ADHD is 

highly comorbid with dyslexia; Germanó, Gagliano, & Curatolo, 2010). They engaged in two 

visual test of the other-race effect (The Cambridge Face Memory Test – Caucasian/Asian (CFMT-

CA) and The Other Race Caucasian Asian Test (ORCA), partook in a reading test (the Icelandic 

word form reading and pseudo word tests - IS-FORM and IS-PSEUDO, respectively). Participants 

were also assessed for their degree of contact with individuals of European and Asian descent 

(other-race contact questionnaire). Additionally, the Digit Span subtest of the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale-III was administered to measure individual differences in verbal short-term 

memory. These measures are described below in the order of their assignment.  
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Adult Reading History Questionnaire. The Icelandic version of the ARHQ was 

administered first (ARHQ-Ice; Bjornsdottir et al., 2014). The questionnaire consists of 22 self-

report questions (on a 5-point Likert scale) that assess participants’ history of reading difficulties. 

The subjects’ final score is computed by dividing their total score by the maximum total score (88). 

Final scores range from zero to one; where higher scores are associated with dyslexia. A score of 

0.43 or more is considered indicative of dyslexia. Note that the Icelandic version has a lower 

maximum score than the original. The Icelandic version has been found to be a reliable and valid 

screening instrument for dyslexia (Bjornsdottir et al., 2014). 

 Behavioral measures of ADHD symptoms. Two self-report questionnaires of ADHD 

symptoms were administered next (Magnússon et al., 2006). Both measures evaluate the 18 DSM-

IV behavioral criteria for ADHD on a 4-point Likert scale. The first questionnaire evaluates 

symptoms in adulthood where the frame of reference is the participants’ behaviour in the past six 

months. The second questionnaire is intended to measure childhood symptoms and regards 

behaviors in the age period 5 to 12 years (Magnússon et al., 2006). The upper limit is decidedly 

higher than the criterion age of onset given by the DSM-IV (before the age of 7) to reduce the 

probability of missing cases (Magnússon et al., 2006; Mehringer et al., 2002). Scores on both 

questionnaires give a total score from 0 to 54. A score above 25.8 on the childhood symptoms scale 

and a score above 32.5 for current symptoms are considered predictive of ADHD. Both 

questionnaires have been shown to be a reliable and valid method of screening for ADHD 

(Magnússon et al., 2006).  

Visual tests of the other-race effect. Two visual tests of the other-race effect were 

subsequently administered. In both tests, and unlike the original CFMT, instructions were not 

presented in text on screen. Instead, participants listened through headphones to pre-recorded audio 
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instructions played by the computer. An image of a megaphone was presented while the 

instructions were played. Participants sat without head restraints approximately 57 cm from the 

computer monitor. The stimuli were presented on a 21.5-inch Dell LCD monitor (60 Hz refresh 

rate) using PsychoPy, an open-source application written in Python (Peirce, 2007).  

 The Cambridge Face Memory Test – Caucasian/Asian. For the purpose of evaluating 

the other-race effect in dyslexia an adapted version of the CFMT was developed. In this version, 

two established versions of the test were combined, consisting of images of faces of different 

origins. One contained faces of European descent and the other consisted of faces of Chinese origin.  

Stimuli were kindly provided by the authors of the CFMT-Australian (McKone et. al., 2011) and 

the CFMT-Chinese (McKone et al., 2012). We would like to express our sincere gratitude for their 

guidance and support.   

Adapting the CFMT as a measure of the other-race effect in dyslexia. As a measure of 

the other-race effect in dyslexia the CFMT-Australian and CFMT-Chinese were adapted and 

combined into a new version. The stimuli in the Australian version were chosen, over the faces in 

the original CFMT, on the grounds that the Australian version contains more Northern-European 

faces, compared to the more Southern-European faces of the original, and would therefore be more 

appropriate stimuli for the Icelandic participants.  

Procedure – CFMT-CA. The participant was told that he would participate in a task of 

visual perception. He was then told that instructions would be read aloud by the computer and that 

he should listen carefully. Following this he was asked to put on the headphones and to press the 

space bar when he was ready to begin the practice phase of the CFMT-CA.  

Practice phase. The format of the practice phase follows that of the original CFMT. The 

participant is instructed to memorize three faces of a cartoon figure (Bart Simpson) presented 
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serially and then to identify them in three subsequent test trials. Each of the three study faces are 

presented for 3 s, each with a different view profile (a left, frontal and right view profile). Following 

this the participant is presented with three faces, and told that his task is to select the face that is 

one of the three study images presented earlier. The other two distractor images are novel faces 

that were not presented before. This three-alternative forced choice test (3AFCT) is repeated three 

times, for each of the three different view profiles. The participant answers by pressing the key that 

corresponds to the number under the three faces (viz., “1”, “2”, and “3”). The practice phase 

repeated until the participant answered all three practice trials correctly – priming a message 

indicating that the main part of the test would now start. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was 0.5s.  

Learning phase. Next, participants are told that they should memorize and identify faces in 

the same manner as in the practice phase. Following this, 12 faces (6 Northern-European and 6 

Chinese) are presented in a random but fixed order. The format was the same as in the practice 

phase with a total of 36 3AFCT learning trials (3 for each face x 12 faces). As before, the ISI was 

0.5s.  

Novel phase. Consequently, participants were instructed to review the 12 faces learnt 

previously. The review image was onscreen for 40 s, after which 60 3AFCT followed, presented 

in a fixed-random order. In each of these 3AFCT trials, a novel image of the target faces was 

presented amongst two never before seen distractor faces. As before, stimuli had an ISI of 0.5 s.  

These 60 trials consisted of four 3AFCT for each target face (5 x 12). Unlike the practice 

and learning phase, test trials in the novel phase contained novel images of the target faces, where 

the pose and/or lighting of the target face differed from the studied images of the face (with the 

lighting of distractor faces matched within test trials). As participant had never seen these images 
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of the target faces before, they had to identify the target faces across identity-preserving 

transformations, and rely on face memory rather than an image-specific memory.  

A weighed mean for the learning and novel phases of the CFMT-CA was the main outcome 

measure, computed by weighing the percent of correctly identified faces in each phase with its 

corresponding number of trials.  

Stimuli - CFMT-CA. The stimuli of both the Australian and Chinese versions were scaled 

and resized to be equal in size and resolution. The learning and novel phases of both tests were 

combined for a total of 12 target faces (6 Australian and 6 Chinese) and their corresponding test 

items. The noise phases were not combined and included in the current version for two reasons. 

First, the level of Gaussian noise in the noise test items were unequal across the two versions, and 

this was deemed likely to affect the results by making one set of faces more difficult to recognize 

than the other. Secondly, adding noise to the images was deemed likely to affect feature-based 

processing of faces more so than holistic processing, the former of which we have found to be a 

possible contributing factor to the impaired face and object perception seen in dyslexia 

(Sigurdardottir, 2015). Therefore, the current version of the CFMT only includes the items in the 

learning and novel phases of the Australian and Chinese versions. 

During the practice and learning phases, each of the study faces subtended roughly 5.0° in 

height and appeared on a 5.5° x 6.0° (w, h) black background on a white screen. In the test trials 

of the practice, learning and novel phases, each face subtended 4.5° in height, presented on a 12.8° 

x 6.4° black background superimposed on a white screen. In the review image of the novel phase, 

each face subtended 4.5° in height and appeared on an 18.0° x 16.0° black background 

superimposed on a white screen. 
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ORCA. A second measure of the other-race effect in dyslexia was developed for the 

purpose of this study. Caucasian and Asian face images were kindly provided by Jim Tanaka (Roos, 

Lebrecht, Tanaka, & Tarr, 2011; Tanaka & Pierce, 2009).  

Procedure – ORCA. In this test, participants were asked to memorize faces and to identify 

them amongst distractor faces. In each block of this test, participants were instructed to memorize 

four sequentially presented target faces, presented for 2 s each with an ISI of 0.25 s, followed by 

four test trials. Blocks and stimuli within them were presented in a fixed-random order. Each test 

trial consisted of a two-alternative forced choice test (2AFCT), in which the participant was 

presented with one of the four target faces memorized earlier, as well as a novel distractor face. 

The participant’s task was to identify which of the two faces was memorized earlier. This was 

repeated for each of the four study faces for a total of four test trials. There were 28 blocks, half of 

which consisted of Caucasian faces whereas the other half contained Asian faces, for a total of 56 

test trials each. Two practice blocks preceded the test itself, to ensure that participants understood 

the instructions. The main outcome measure was the percent of correctly identified faces in the 

2AFCT trials.  

Stimuli – ORCA. The images consisted of 112 greyscale images of male faces of Caucasian 

and Chinese origin, developed by the VizCogLab (Tanaka & Pierce, 2009). The images originally 

came from the Department of Corrections face databases. A standard face template with identical 

hairstyle, face contour, and clothing was placed over the images. In doing this, external cues such 

as hairstyle and clothing were kept constant (Roos et al., 2011). Luminance was matched across 

race and faces using the SHINE toolbox in Matlab (Willenbockel et al., 2010).  

The stimuli appeared on a black background. A Gaussian envelope covered the outer shape 

of the stimulus, thereby removing any potentially identifying features other than that of the face 
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themselves. The study faces subtended 9.0° in height whereas the test images subtended 4.6° in 

height. This transformation of size, from study to test image, was intended to make participants 

rely on identity-preserving information that calls on processing in high-level vision. 

 Digit Span – Forward and Backward. Following the two computer based tests the Digit 

Span subtest of the Icelandic version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III was administered 

as a measure of verbal working memory (Líndal, Jónsdóttir, Másson, Andrason, & Skúlason, 2005; 

Wechsler, 1998). The participants’ task was to repeat digits read aloud by the experimenter, either 

in the same order as read or backwards. Digits range from two numerals up to nine in the Digits 

Forward (16 items) and eight in the Digits Backward (14 items) tasks. Each number of digits is 

repeated twice. The test stops when the participant incorrectly recalls both items of the same 

numeral. Maximum scores range from 0-30, with each item recalled correctly counting as one 

(Wechsler, 1998). 

 The IS-FORM and IS-PSEUDO reading tests. The tests were included to assess 

participants’ current reading ability. IS-FORM consists of two lists of words (Sigurdardottir et al., 

2015), the first with 128 common Icelandic word forms and the second with 128 uncommon word 

forms. IS-PSEUDO is similar to IS-FORM except that it contains 128 pseudo-words 

(Sigurdardottir et al., 2017) and was included because the inability to read such phonologically 

valid pseudo-words is considered highly predictive of dyslexia (Shaywitz et al., 1998). Words read 

per minute and percentage of correctly read (pseudo)word forms count as the main outcome score 

in the tests.  

 Other-race contact questionnaire. A questionnaire that assessed participants’ amount of 

experience with own- and other-race faces was administered last. The questionnaire consisted of 

20 self-report questions, regarding participants’ amount of own- and other-race contact, and was 
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modelled upon those used in previous research on the other-race effect (Notably., Hancock & 

Rhodes, 2008; Walker & Hewstone, 2006). The participant was instructed to define his own race 

(European Caucasian, Asian, or other) and then to select the statement that best describes him on 

each of the 20 questions (on a five-point Likert scale – for questions see the appendix). Ten 

questions regarded European race contact and ten questions regarded Asian other-race (scores 

ranged from 10-50 for each of the two face-races).  

 

Statistical Analyses 

All statistical tests were two-sided (alpha level =0.05). Degrees of freedom for independent 

samples t-tests were adjusted when Levene’s test for equality of variances variances was 

significant. The results of repeated measures ANOVAs were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected when 

Mauchly ́s test of sphericity indicated deviations. Combined means for performance on both tests 

were computed to increase the reliability and statistical power of the results.  

Analyses of the data revealed that that one dyslexic participant responded correctly on 

only 35% of trials on the ORCA-test, which was more than three standard deviations below the 

group average and was highly significantly below the 50% chance performance level (one-

sample binomial test: z(22.415),  p<0.001). This led to the removal of the participant and his 

matched typical reader counterpart. To ensure correct group membership we ran a binary logistic 

regression with ARHQ-Ice scores, reading speed, and reading accuracy as predictors of group 

membership (dyslexic reader or typical reader). The logistics model correctly predicted group 

membership in 95.7% of instances, 𝜒"(3)= 47.724, p<0.001. Two participants were incorrectly 

classified. One typical reader was classified as dyslexic based on a slow reading speed and a 

history of reading problems on the ARHQ-Ice, comparable to that of the dyslexic readers. In 
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addition, one dyslexic reader was classifed as typical because of a fast reading speed and a very 

low score on the ARHQ-Ice. These participants and their matched counterparts were therefore 

excluded. The following analyses are restricted to the 42 remaining participants.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Reading Abilities.  

ARHQ-Ice. Dyslexic readers and typical readers differed significantly on the ARHQ-Ice 

(independent samples t-test, t(40) = 11.261, p < 0.001, d = 3.56; Table 1) where dyslexic readers 

reported a greater history of reading problems compared to typical readers.  

Reading tests. Dyslexic readers performed significantly poorer on the IS-FORM and IS-PSEUDO 

reading tests compared to typical readers (for descriptive statistics see table 1). Dyslexic 

participants read noticeably fewer common words forms per minute (independent samples t-test, 

t(40) = 4.113, p < 0.001, d = 1.300) and had a considerably lower proportion of accurately read 

common word forms (independent samples t-test, t(21.451) = 3.040, p = 0.006, d = 1.312). The 

same trend was found for uncommon word forms (independent samples t-test; uncommon 

words/minute: t(40) = 4.872, p < 0.001, d = 1.541; uncommon words/percent correct: t(21.043) = 

4.585, p < 0.001, d = 1.999) and for pseudo-word forms (independent samples t-test; pseudo-

words/minute: t(40) = 3.531, p = 0.001, d = 1.117; pseudo-words/percent correct: t(24.964) = 

3.728, p = 0.001, d = 1.492). The considerable difference on measures of both history of reading 

problems and actual reading performance strongly validates the distinction between groups.  
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for dyslexic and typical readers: measures of verbal short-term memory, 

ADHD symptoms, reading abilities, and other-race contact. Significant differences between 

dyslexic and typical readers (independent samples t-test) are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 Dyslexic Readers  Typical Readers 

 Mean (S.D.)  Mean (S.D.) 

Verbal Short-Term Memory      

   * Digit Span 7.02 (1.699)  8.24 (1.991) 

Behavioral Assessment      

   * Childhood ADHD symptoms 26.76 (14.980)  11.19 (6.329) 

      Current ADHD symptoms 15.81 (7.840)  11.43 (6.577) 

Reading Abilities      

   * ARHQ-Ice 0.66 (0.111)  0.27 (0.116) 

   * IS-FORM common words/minute 79.27 (22.781)  105.27 (17.987) 

   * IS-FORM common word accuracy (%) 95 (5.674)  99 (1.085) 

   * IS-FORM uncommon words/minute 53.09 (18.171)  76.82 (12.959) 

   * IS-FORM uncommon word accuracy (%) 87 (11.122)  98 (1.797) 

   * IS-PSEUDO pseudo-words/minute 38.74 (18.694)  55.93 (12.171) 

   * IS-PSEUDO pseudo-word accuracy (%) 80 (15.902)  93 (5.646) 

Other-Race Contact Questionnaire      

      Caucasian contact 48.62 (2.729)  49.05 (2.061) 

      Asian contact 17.67 (7.371)  16.48 (6.298) 
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Verbal Short Term Memory 

Digit span. Dyslexic readers repeated significantly fewer digits, both forwards and backwards, than 

typical readers (1.21 fewer digits on average; independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.126, p = 0.04, 

d = 0.672; see table 1). This indicates that dyslexic readers had a weaker verbal short-term memory 

compared to typical readers. A Cohen’s d of 0.672 implies a medium to large effect size.  

 

Behavioral Measures and ADHD 

Six dyslexic participants reported a previous ADHD/ADD diagnosis (28.6%), four of which 

reported currently taking ADHD/ADD medications. Two typical readers reported having an 

ADHD/ADD diagnosis (9.5%) for which one was currently taking medications. Dyslexic readers 

reported significantly greater childhood symptoms of ADHD compared to typical readers 

(independent samples t-test: t(40) = 4.388, p < 0.001, d = 1.39; see table 1). The groups did not, 

however, significantly differ on scores of current symptoms (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 

1.962, p = 0.059; see table 1). These findings are consistent with the high reported co-morbidity of 

dyslexia and ADHD/ADD (other studies have found that 18-42% of children with reading disorders 

also meet the diagnostic criteria for ADHD; Germanò, Gagliano, & Curatolo, 2010).  

 

Other-Race Effect 

On average, all participants recognized fewer other-race faces in comparison to own-race faces on 

the CFMT-CA (mean difference = 11 percentage points, SD = 10; paired samples t-test: t(41) = 

7.231, p < 0.001, d =1.09), the ORCA (mean difference = 7 percentage points	, SD= 6.7; paired 

samples t-test: t(41) = 6.366, p < 0.001, d = 1.05) and when tests were combined to give a total 

average performance score (mean difference = 9 percentage points, SD = 5.8; paired samples t-
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test: t(41) = 9.914, p < 0.001, d = 1.55). A robust other-race effect was therefore found for the 

CFMT-CA as well as the ORCA, with similar effect sizes for both tests.  

 

Visual Tests: Group Difference in Face Recognition 

Participants’ performance on the CFMT-CA and the ORCA tests was significantly correlated (r(40) 

= 0.576, p < 0.001). Greater performance on one test was therefore associated with a better 

performance on the other. The same trend was also found when comparing performance on 

Caucasian test trials (r(40) = 0.419, p = 0.006) and Asian test trials (r(40) = 0.395, p = 0.010) across 

the two tests. Thus, the more easily participants identified faces of a particular race on one test, the 

greater their performance was for same race faces on the other. As table 2 shows, dyslexic readers 

tended to perform more poorly on both Caucasian and Asian tests trials on the visual tests.  

Overall, dyslexic and typical readers did not statistically differ in number of correctly 

identified faces (both Caucasian and Asian combined) on the CFMT-CA (independent samples t-

test: t(40) = 1.988, p = 0.054; see table 2 for descriptive statistics). Dyslexic readers, however, 

correctly identified significantly fewer faces on average on both the ORCA test (independent 

samples t-test: t(40) = 2.430, p = 0.020, d = 0.768) and when two tests were combined to give a 

total average performance score (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.555, p = 0.015, d = 0.808).  

On the CFMT-CA dyslexic and typical readers did not significantly differ in the number of 

correctly identified Caucasian faces (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 1.428, p = 0.161; see table 

2) nor in the number of correctly identified Asian faces (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 1.647, 

p = 0.107). However, on the ORCA test, dyslexic participants identified significantly fewer 

Caucasian faces (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.231, p = 0.031, d = 0.706) and Asian faces 

(independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.269, p = 0.029, d = 0.718) compared to typical readers. When 
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the two tests were combined to give a total average performance score this effect held for both 

Caucasian (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.200, p = 0.034, d = 0.696) and Asian faces 

(independent samples t-test: t(40) = 2.419, p = 0.020, d = 0.765). The effect sizes were medium to 

large (Durlak, 2009), indicating a substantial difference in performance. To put this difference 

between dyslexic and typical readers into perspective note that on the ORCA test, typical readers 

correctly recognized, on average, almost the same number of Caucasian faces as typical readers 

did Asian faces. This group difference in face recognition is roughly the same size as the overall 

other-race effect on the ORCA test.  

 

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics for dyslexic and typical readers: Mean percent of correctly identified 

Caucasian and Asian faces on the CFMT-CA and ORCA tests. Significant differences between 

dyslexic and typical readers (independent samples t-test) are marked with an asterisk (*) 

 Dyslexic Readers  Typical Readers 

 Mean (S.D.)  Mean (S.D.) 

Visual Tests – Mean Performance      

 CFMT-CA (%) 82 (7.441)  86 (4.709) 

      CFMT-CA – Caucasian faces (%) 88 (9.814)  91 (5.915) 

      CFMT-CA – Asian faces (%) 76 (9.284)  80 (6.476) 

*ORCA (%) 77 (7.441)  83 8.636) 

   * ORCA – Caucasian faces (%) 81 (8.363)  86 (7.416) 

   * ORCA – Asian faces (%) 74 (8.072)  80 (10.692) 

*Visual tests total (%) 80 (6.604)  85 (5.877) 

   * Visual tests total – Caucasian faces (%) 84 (7.717)  89 (5.347) 

   * Visual tests total – Asian faces(%) 75 (6.832)  80 (7.486) 
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In short, dyslexic readers on average recognized fewer Caucasian and Asian faces than 

typical readers on the ORCA test and when considering the average performance on both tests. 

This performance difference of dyslexic and typical readers is summarized in figure 1, which shows 

that the point estimate for the CFMT-CA does not allow an inference of significant group 

difference but that the mean performance difference on both the ORCA test and the total 

performance score reaches significance.  

 

 

Figure 1. The mean performance difference of matched dyslexic and typical readers (percentage 

point (pp) difference of correct responses; marked as typical reader advantage on the y-axis) on 

Caucasian and Asian test trials for the CFMT-CA, ORCA and combined total score (the average 

performance on both tests combined). Significantly different performance levels for the two 

groups are marked with an asterisk (*). Error bars mark the 95% confidence interval of the 

difference  
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Visual Expertise 

We assessed the possibility of compromised visual expertise in dyslexia by comparing the strength 

of the other-race effect between dyslexic and typical readers. Table 3 shows the size of the other-

race effect for dyslexic and typical readers on the visual tests in addition to showing group 

differences in the other-race effect. The other-race effect differed at most by 1.19 percentage points 

on the ORCA test and was roughly half that size on the CFMT-CA. No difference was found in the 

strength of the other-race effect between groups on the CFMT-CA (independent samples t-test: 

t(40) = 0.157, p = 0.876) nor on the ORCA test (independent samples t-test: t(40) = 0.574, p = 

0.569).  

Additionally, we ran a three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA where the factors were group 

(dyslexic and typical readers), test type (CFMT-CA and ORCA) and face-race (Caucasian and 

Asian). The dependent measure was the percent of correct trials. Again, there was significant main 

effect of group on test performance, where dyslexic readers correctly identified significantly fewer 

Caucasian and Asian faces (F(1,20) = 7.155, p =0.015, 𝜂$" = 0.263) and a significant main effect 

Table 3 

Descriptive statistics for dyslexic and typical readers: Average other-race effect (ORE) and 

group differences in ORE on the CFMT-CA and ORCA tests 

 Dyslexic Readers  Typical Readers  Group Difference 

Mean (S.D.)  Mean (S.D.)  Mean 95% CI 

Visual Tests - ORE        

   CFMT-CA (%) 11.51 (11.98)  11.01 (8.07)  0.5 [-6.87%, 5.88%] 

   ORCA (%) 7.14 (7.14)  5.95 (6.35)  1.19 [-5.38%, 3.00%] 

   Visual tests total (%) 9.33 (6.16)  8.48 (5.58)  0.85 [-4.51%, 2.82%] 
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for face-race on test performance, demonstrating a robust other-race effect (F(1,20) = 62.912, p < 

0.001, 𝜂$" = 0.759). There was also a main effect for test type on test performance where test scores 

were generally higher on the ORCA, F(1, 20) = 12,680, p = 0.002. This was an expected artefact 

of the tests themselves, because by design the two tests produced scores on a different range. On 

the CFMT-CA, scores were generally lower than on the ORCA test because of lower chance 

performance level (30% on the CFMT-CA vs 50% on the ORCA test). The interaction between 

group and test type was non-significant, F(1, 20) = 0.830, p = 373, indicating that group 

membership did not affect the relative performance of the two groups. There was a significant 

interaction between type of test and race, where the other-race effect was on average 4 percentage 

points greater on the CFMT-CA than on the ORCA test (F(1,20) = 6.256, p =0.021, 𝜂$" = 0.238). 

However, the interaction between group and race was non-significant, F(1, 20) = 0.462, p = 0.504). 

Therefore, the strength of the other-race effect did not significantly differ between dyslexic and 

typical readers. In other words, dyslexic readers did not show poorer visual expertise compared to 

typical readers as assessed by the other race effect.  

 

Other-Race Contact 

Dyslexic readers (M = 49.01, SD = 2.729) did not differ in the amount of own-race (Caucasian) 

contact in comparison to typical readers (M = 48.6, SD = 2.06), independent samples t-test: t(50) 

= 0.574, p = 0.569. Neither did dyslexic readers (M = 17.7, SD = 7.37) differ in the amount of 

other-race (Asian) contact compared to typical readers (M = 16.5, SD = 6.30), independent samples 

t-test: t(40) = 0.563, p = 0.577. Thus, dyslexic and typical readers had comparable own and other 

race contact.  
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We computed an index of difference in own/other-race contact by subtracting each 

participants other-race contact score from his own-race contact score. The correlation between 

dyslexic readers’ index of other-race contact and the strength of the other-race effect was non-

significant on both the CFMT-CA (r(19) = 0.354, p = 0.116) and the ORCA (r(19) = -0.116, p = 

0.617). The same was true for typical readers on both the CFMT-CA (r(19) = 0.306, p = 0.178) 

and the ORCA (r(19) = 0.158, p = 0.494). Thus, there was no significant association between the 

amount of other race contact and the strength of the other-race effect, for either group. There were, 

however, considerable floor and ceiling effects in the amount of other and own-race contact for 

both groups. All participants reported high own-race contact and low other-race contact. This 

makes interpreting the results of the other-race contact questionnaire extremely difficult. Therefore, 

in the current analyses, it remains unclear to what extent the other-race effect was driven by visual 

expertise.  

 

Controlling for Confounds 

Dyslexic and typical readers significantly differed on measures of verbal short-term memory and 

ADHD symptoms. To assess any potential confounds of these variables on the current results, we 

again ran a three-way repeated measures ANOVA, using the same model as before. Factors were 

group (dyslexic and typical readers), test type (CFMT-CA and ORCA) and face-race (Caucasian 

and Asian). This time around we added scores on the Digit Span subtest and scores on the childhood 

and adult ADHD measures as covariates to the model. The dependent measure was, again, the 

percent of correct trials. Dyslexia was still a significant contributor to test performance when 

controlling for any possible confound of verbal short-term memory and ADHD symptoms on test 
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performance, F(1,17) = 4.721, p = 0.044, 𝜂$" = 0.217. Furthermore, none of the covariates had a 

significant effect on test performance: Digit span; F(1,17) = 0.215, p = 0.648, childhood ADHD 

score; F(1,17) = 0.100, p = 0.756, adult ADHD score; F(1,17) = 1.871, p = 0.189. As before, face-

race had a statistically significant effect on test performance, F(1,17) = 31.485, p < 0.001, 𝜂$" = 

0.649. Unlike previously, however, the type of test did not have a significant effect on test 

performance, F(1,17) = 0.440, p = 0.516. Furthermore, the interaction between face-race and test 

type was no longer significant, F(1,17) = 1.288, p = 0.272, indicating that the strength of the other-

race effect no longer differed between the two tests. Like previously, the interaction between group 

and test type was non-significant, F(1, 17) = 3.843, p = 0.063. 

 

Educational Background 

Given that the current analyses included a somewhat educated sample of dyslexic readers, we ran 

a two-way ANOVA to examine the effect of their educational background and group membership 

on overall test performance (combined score on CFMT-CA and ORCA, including both face-races). 

Due to a small sample size, we combined those with a high-school or gymnasium degree into a 

single category (high-school/gymnasium degree) and those with an undergraduate or graduate 

degree into another (undergraduate/graduate degree). Overall, educational background did not have 

a significant effect on test performance, F(1, 38) = 2,608, p = 0.115. However, there was a 

statistically significant interaction between the effect of education and group membership, F(1, 38) 

= 6.495, p = 0.015, 𝜂$" = 0.146. Dyslexic readers with a high-school or gymnasium degree scored 

on average only 0.6 pp lower than typical readers with the same educational background. This 

difference does not reach statistical significance, paired samples t-test; t(10) = 0.270, p = 0.793. In 
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comparison, dyslexic readers with an undergraduate or graduate degree scored on average 9.7 pp 

lower than typical readers with the same educational background, which reaches statistical 

significance, paired samples t-test; t(9) = 4.408, p = 0.002, d = 1.406. As shown in figure 2, the 

effect was most prominent for those dyslexic readers with a low educational background, which 

presumably are the ones most impaired by reading disability. Figure 2 also shows that dyslexic 

readers with an undergraduate or graduate degree performed on par with their matched counterparts 

with an undergraduate or graduate degree, indicating that the group difference in face recognition 

is mainly driven by dyslexic readers with a lower educational background.  

 
Figure 2. Total performance score of dyslexic and typical readers on the CFM-CA and ORCA 

tests by educational background (highest degree of education). White discs mark the medians. 

Box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. Whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile 

range, from the 25th and 75th percentiles. Polygons represent the density distribution of the data in 

a given group. This violin plot was created in R using vioplot (Adler, 2005) 
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Overall, these results indicate that dyslexic readers might have problems in face 

recognition, for both own-race and other-race faces, and that these problems are not fully accounted 

for by differences in participants’ verbal short-term memory and symptoms of inattention. The 

group difference in face recognition was primarily driven by dyslexic readers with a lower 

educational background. Furthermore, both groups demonstrated a robust other-race effect but the 

strength of the other-race, as a measure of visual expertise, did not differ between groups.  

 

General Discussion 

The current experiment indicates that dyslexic readers might have problems in face processing for 

both own- and other-race faces. Dyslexic readers performed more poorly than typical readers on 

the ORCA test of face memory and perception, but not significantly so on the CFMT-CA test, 

another measure of face processing. However, when looking at the overall combined performance 

across both tests, dyslexic readers did demonstrate considerable and clear problems in face 

processing. In general, dyslexic readers correctly identified significantly fewer Caucasian and 

Asian faces as compared to typical readers.  

These results are consistent with previous research by Sigurdardottir et al. (2015) that 

indicates that people with dyslexia might have problems in their recognition of faces and other 

visually complex objects. Furthermore, they are consistent with the ventral-visual stream 

dysfunction hypothesis which posits that dyslexia may stem from problems with high-level visual 

processing in the ventral visual stream (Sigurdardottir et al., 2015; 2017). In the current experiment, 

dyslexic readers showed deficiencies on behavioral tasks that relied on high-level vision and, 

presumably, workings of the FFA (a brain region in the ventral visual stream known to be 

hypoactive in dyslexia) in accordance with the ventral-visual stream dysfunction hypothesis.  
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In the current experiment we also tried to elucidate the role of visual expertise in the ventral 

visual stream dysfunction seen in dyslexia. Visual expertise plays a critical role in the brain regions 

known to be hypoactive in dyslexia (see e.g., Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; McGugin et al., 2012). 

These brain regions, particularly the VWFA, are considered necessary for fluent and correct 

recognition of letters and letter strings. Increased experience, and thus greater expertise, with 

certain letter strings leads to greater responses in the VWFA. Learning to read is, therefore, most 

probably an experientially driven process (Binder, Medler, Westbury, Liebenthal, & Buchanan, 

2006; Dehaene & Cohen, 2011). A dysfunction in visual expertise could contribute to the reading 

difficulties seen in dyslexia by making the visual experience of dyslexic readers inefficient in 

shaping their visual system, leading to difficulties with identifying and discriminating words and 

letter-like stimuli (Sigurdardottir et al., 2017).  

For the purpose of testing this, we utilized the other-race effect, generally considered a 

consequence of one’s greater experience and thus greater visual expertise with own-race faces 

compared to other-race faces (Hancock & Rhodes, 2008; Lindsay, Jack, & Christian, 1991; Wang 

et al., 2015). Thus, if visual expertise in general is compromised in dyslexia, it should be evident 

in a weaker other-race effect.  

Overall, participants demonstrated a robust other-race effect in the experiment. In other 

words, participants identified significantly fewer other-race faces compared to own-race faces. 

However, the strength of the other-race effect did not differ between groups. Dyslexic readers did 

not demonstrate a smaller other-race effect as expected. Dyslexic readers demonstrated relative 

visual expertise to that of typical readers, although their overall face processing was impaired. So 

even though dyslexic readers show hypoactivity in brain regions of the visual stream known to be 

dependent on visual expertise, their functional capacity for visual expertise might still remain 
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intact, at least when it comes to experience-dependent face perception. This indicates that some 

other visual mechanism probably underlies the ventral-visual stream dysfunction and the face 

processing problems seen in dyslexia. For now, the root cause of the dysfunction still remains 

unknown.  

All participants reported high levels of own-race contact and low levels of other-race 

contact, which is most probably caused by the somewhat homogeneous Caucasian Icelandic 

population. Dyslexic and typical readers did not differ in their amount of own- and other-race 

contact. The strength of the other-race effect was not reliably associated with the participants’ 

amount of own- and other-race contact. This is not in line with empirical research which has shown 

that the strength of the other-race effect is moderated by the individual’s amount of other-race 

contact (Hancock & Rhodes, 2008; Walker & Hewstone, 2006). The most probably explanation is 

that considerable floor and ceiling effects in the current experiment concealed the true association 

between the variables. Thus, the extent to which the observed other-race effect was driven by visual 

expertise remains unclear. 

In the experiment, dyslexic readers scored significantly lower on measures of verbal short-

term memory and childhood ADHD symptoms. This was to be expected given the known 

relationship of reduced verbal short-short term memory with weaker language learning skills 

(Papagno & Vallar, 1995) and the high co-morbidity of dyslexia and ADHD (Germanò, Gagliano, 

& Curatolo, 2010). Verbal short-term memory deficits have long been implicated in dyslexia, and 

a low score on the Digit Span test is commonly considered a marker of dyslexia (Helland & 

Asbjørnsen, 2004). When controlling for those factors in the experiment, dyslexia was still 

associated with poorer performance in face recognition. It can therefore be concluded that dyslexic 
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readers might have problems in face recognition and that these problems are not fully accounted 

for by differences in participants’ verbal short-term memory and symptoms of inattention. 

The strength of the group difference in face recognition varied with dyslexic readers’ 

educational background. These results point to a possible methodological problem in research on 

high-level vision in dyslexia. In the current experiment, the problems in face processing of dyslexic 

readers was primarily driven by those with a low educational background – those assumed to be 

most severely impaired by dyslexia – whereas the dyslexic readers with a higher educational 

background showed comparable results to those of typical readers. This indicates that sampling 

dyslexic readers with a higher educational background could underestimate the impact of high-

level vision as a contributing factor in dyslexia. It is unclear as to why this might be and it remains 

to be seen whether dyslexic participants with a higher education are qualitatively different from 

those with a lower education and whether high-level vision could play a different role in those 

subpopulations of dyslexic readers.  

 The current study was limited in that the psychometric properties of the visual tests were 

unknown. The CFMT-CA test used in the current experiment contained Caucasian and Asian face-

stimuli from well established and validated versions of the Cambridge Face Memory Test (Horry, 

Cheong, & Brewer, 2015; McKone et al., 2012). It did not, however, include stimuli from the noise 

phase of those tests. The reliability and validity of the current version is therefore unknown. The 

same can be said of the ORCA test, that was developed for the purpose of this experiment. We are 

currently assessing the psychometric properties of the the tests. Until then the current results should 

be considered provisional. 

  Future studies should try to explicate potential mechanisms underlying the ventral-visual 

stream dysfunction. Although this study did not find a relationship between visual expertise and 
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dyslexia, it may be that visual expertise for faces does not generalize to expertise for words and 

letters. This could be due to the fact that increased visual expertise with own-race faces might to a 

large degree be due to increased holistic processing for those faces (Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, 

& Caldara, 2006; Tanaka, Kiefer, & Bukach, 2004). As holistic processing appears to be intact in 

dyslexia (Sigurdardottir et al., 2015), the visual recognition problems in dyslexia might rather be 

caused by impairments in part-based processing. This possibility and its potential experience-

dependence should be further studied. 

 

Conclusion 

The ventral-visual stream dysfunction hypothesis posits that dyslexia may in part stem from 

problems with high-level visual processing in the left ventral visual stream. In support of this are 

studies on dyslexia demonstrating consistent hypoactivity of localized brain regions of the left 

ventral visual stream and problems on behavioral and learning tasks thought to be dependent on 

these brain regions. The results of the current experiment indicate that dyslexic readers might have 

problems in face recognition, for both own-race and other-race faces, consistent with the ventral-

visual stream dysfunction hypothesis. Visual expertise is thought to play a major role in the brain 

regions hypoactive in dyslexia, we therefore tested whether it might be compromised. Using the 

other-race effect as a measure of visual expertise, we did not find any problems with visual 

expertise in dyslexia. Although we found a strong overall other-race effect, its strength did not 

differ between dyslexic and typical readers. The current study points to a possible methodological 

problem in investigating high-level vision dyslexia. The face recognition problems of dyslexic 

readers in the current study was primarily driven by those with a low educational background. 

Sampling dyslexic readers with a high educational background might therefore mask the problems 
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of the most impaired. Future studies should take this methodological challenge into account. Future 

studies should also investigate the role of part-based processing and its potential experience 

dependence in the face recognition problems seen in dyslexia.  
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Appendix 

 

 

Spurningalisti	um	kynni	af	fólki	af	tilteknum	uppruna	
	

	 Auðkenni	þátttakanda:	_______________________																	Dagsetning:	________________	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
Hver	er	kynþáttur	þinn?	(Það	eru	skiptar	skoðanir	um	tilvist	og	mikilvægi	kynþáttar	en	hvert	af	
eftirfarandi	þykir	þér	skilgreina	þig	best?)	

	 	

	
	 Hvítur	(af	evrópskum	uppruna)	
	 	 	 	 	

	
	 Asískur	(af	asískum	uppruna)	
	 	 	 	 	

	
	 Annar	kynþáttur,	tilgreinið	hver	_______________	

	 	 	 	 	
	 	  	 	 	 	

	 Á	næstu	blaðsíðu	eru	20	fullyrðingar.	Vinsamlegast	gerðu	hring	um	þá	tölu	sem	þér	finnst	best	
lýsa	afstöðu	þinni	til	hverrar	fullyrðingar.	
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Á	mjög		
illa	við	

Á	frekar		
illa	við	

Á	hvorki	vel	
né	illa	við	

Á	frekar		
vel	við	

Á	mjög		
vel	við	

1.	 Ég	þekki	margt	fólk	af	asískum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	
2.	 Ég	þekki	margt	fólk	af	evrópskum	uppruna	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

3.	 Ég	á	marga	vini	sem	eru	af	asískum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

4.	
Ég	á	marga	vini	sem	eru	af	evrópskum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

5.	 Ég	ver	stórum	hluta	frítíma	míns	með	fólki	af	asískum	
uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

6.	 Ég	ver	stórum	hluta	frítíma	míns	með	fólki	af	evrópskum	
uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

7.	
Ég	sé	oft	fólk	af	asískum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

8.	
Ég	sé	oft	fólk	af	evrópskum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

9.	
Ég	er	oft	gestur	á	heimilum	fólks	af	asískum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

10.	
Ég	er	oft	gestur	á	heimilum	fólks	af	evrópskum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

11.	
Fólk	af	asískum	uppruna	er	oft	gestur	á	heimili	mínu	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

12.	
Fólk	af	evrópskum	uppruna	er	oft	gestur	á	heimili	mínu	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

13.	 Ég	hef	búið	í	landi	þar	sem	fólk	er	að	miklum	hluta	af	
asískum	uppruna		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

14.	 Ég	hef	búið	í	landi	þar	sem	fólk	er	að	miklum	hluta	af	
evrópskum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

15.	 Ég	ver	miklum	tíma	í	vinnu/skóla	með	fólki	af	asískum	
uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

16.	 Ég	ver	miklum	tíma	í	vinnu/skóla	með	fólki	af	evrópskum	
uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

17.	 Ég	á	í	samskiptum	við	fólk	af	asískum	uppruna	á	hverjum	
degi		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

18.	 Ég	á	í	samskiptum	við	fólk	af	evrópskum	uppruna	á	
hverjum	degi	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

19.	
Ég	á	aðallega	í	samskiptum	við	fólk	af	asískum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

20.	
Ég	á	aðallega	í	samskiptum	við	fólk	af	evrópskum	uppruna	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

	

 


